

Host John A says:
******** Begin Fleetwide Mission********
               "Journeys End" 
  Pharaoh Mission part 1
Creation from Destruction.

CO von Krieg says:
::carries a padd from the situation table to the Hard Chair, glances over to XO::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh makes it's way to the Grejac trade routes starting point near Outpost 1277

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches the power grids::

CNS Janan says:
::leaves her quarters and walks off down the corridor::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Helm: Lay in a standard patrol pattern. Pull us within two light years of the Neutral Zone.

EO Mo`Bri says:
*CO*: Sir, power grid is at 100% and if you need more I can get you up to 120%.

CO von Krieg says:
::smiles with satisfaction:: *ACEO*: Good work. Keep that in reserve. VonKrieg, out.

EO Mo`Bri says:
*CO*: Acknowledged, Mo'Bri out.

Host John A says:
ACTION: The Helm answers smoothly and the Pharaoh takes it's place behind a freighter convoy

CNS Janan says:
::walks onto the bridge::

CO von Krieg says:
::settles into the Hard Chair, looks at the padd::

EO Mo`Bri says:
Ens. Johnson:  I want you to do a diagnostic on all EPS maniflods and conduits.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: First, I don't care about diplomacy. I still don't like being this close to the Neutral Zone.

CNS Janan says:
::glances over to science station, sighs slightly, then moves over towards it slowly::

CO von Krieg says:
<Johnson>: Aye. Can do, sir.

XO Starks says:
:: turns TAC chait to face CO ::

XO Starks says:
CO: agreed sir, but all things being the same they haven't been agressive since the war

Host SO Kibble says:
:: begins deep scans of Romulan space::

EO Mo`Bri says:
::walks to the propulsion board and runs level 2 diagnositc of the warp coils::

CO von Krieg says:
::grunts:: XO: Still...my homeworld is close to Romulan space. Always stiring it up.

CNS Janan says:
SO: Anything I may be able to help you with?

CO von Krieg says:
:turns to face XO:: XO: They are difficult to trust or predict.

Host SO Kibble says:
CNS: Nope, I'm not showing much out there right now

XO Starks says:
CO: indeed they are. I'd be happy if our convoy just goes unnoticed by their boarder outpost

EO Mo`Bri says:
::tries not to loose her concentration on her work, being this close to Romulus::

EO Mo`Bri says:
Ens. Johnson:  How's that diagnostic coming?

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh travels for an hour or so, staying close to the freighters

CO von Krieg says:
::grunts again:: XO: It doesn't matter if we don't, First.

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches the sensor grids::

Host SO Kibble says:
:: notes a blip on the LRS readout::

CO von Krieg says:
::stands and moves to science::SO: Anything interesting?

XO Starks says:
:: hears SO's panel indicator :: SO: what have you got?

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Sir, I'm reading Ion trails and tacheon traces across the nuetral zone.

XO Starks says:
CO: Cloaked ships crossing the zone?

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Tachyon trails?

CNS Janan says:
::watches the bridge crew::

Host SO Kibble says:
:: points at screen:: XO: See em sir? here and here, pretty fresh

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Do they project into Federation space?

XO Starks says:
SO: yeah...I see 'em. I'd say in the last 20 hours there's been traffic

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*: Do you need more sensor resolution?  I can tweek it some more..

Host SO Kibble says:
*ENG* Give me what you can

XO Starks says:
CO/SO: to leave trails that heavy they wern't trying to run quiet

Host SO Kibble says:
XO: Right, but it ends just inside the Empire...

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*:Acknowledged.

CO von Krieg says:
OPS: Send a coded message to Command Base for this sector. Relay our findings.

CO von Krieg says:
CNS: Lt., what is the status of the convoy?

EO Mo`Bri says:
::taps a few commands and watches the sensor grid as it strengthens the resolution::

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*: Hows that?

CNS Janan says:
::standing away from any of the bridge stations, blinks, before looking towards the SO::

Host SO Kibble says:
*ENG* better, thanks

XO Starks says:
SO: run the reading against the library computer and see if you can confirm that it is indeed from a Romulan vessel 

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*: Always aim to please.

Host SO Kibble says:
CO\XO: I'd think we have some company across the Border...

Host SO Kibble says:
XO, aye sir... :: runs library comparison::

CNS Janan says:
::makes her way over to a console, deciding it could be useful :: 

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The ghost sensor blips seem to move a little

CO von Krieg says:
::turns to front of bridge::FCO: Helm, move us within one light year of the Neutral Zone.

OPS Riker says:
*ACEO* where are you Mo`Bri 

EO Mo`Bri says:
::pulls up her technical schematics and information on the Romulan cloaking device::  Self: I had better brush up on this before we have any surprises.

EO Mo`Bri says:
*OPS*: Sir I am in the pit.

Host SO Kibble says:
All: I have movement i think... I can't get a lock.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: They have no reason to be this far  into the Zone. Your opinion.

CNS Janan says:
::quietly monitors the convoy::

XO Starks says:
CO: too big to be a scout ship

XO Starks says:
CO: ..I don't know of anything in this sector that would be of interest to them

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Only one vessel?

OPS Riker says:
::walks out of his quarters and heads to the  TL:: Main Engineering 

EO Mo`Bri says:
*OPS*: Sir I am in the engineering pit on deck 3.

XO Starks says:
CO: either one ship making multiple trips back and forth or a regular lane of traffic in the last half day

CO von Krieg says:
SO: CAn you detect the end point of the shipping lane?

OPS Riker says:
::exits  the tl and walks into  MENG and sees a tech working at his station:: wheres  ens bri  petty officer 

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: I'm trying but its obscured by traffic ion trails

OPS Riker says:
<<TECH>> over ther sir 

CO von Krieg says:
CNS: Counselor, try to hail the Romulan vessel, please.

XO Starks says:
SO: Yeah it's a mess of iononized particles out there, it be hard for one ship to leave this sir

EO Mo`Bri says:
*XO*: Sir I believe that what the SO is seeing is a much larger ship.

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: A plasma trail appears behind one of the Freighters and it veers toward Romulan space

OPS Riker says:
::walks up to where ens bri is working:: Need a hand  Ensign 

EO Mo`Bri says:
::looks up::  Sir?

XO Starks says:
:: hears ACEO message :: ALL: but that would have to be as big as a warbird if not larger

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: We have a freighter off course sir, I'm reading an overload in their engineering section

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Move within transporter range of the freighter. Best speed.

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The cargo ship accelerates out off control and soon crosses into romulan space

EO Mo`Bri says:
*XO*: Not necessarily sir.  It might be a slightly larger freighter emitting plasma from a damaged nacell.

XO Starks says:
:: looks at tac screen :: ALL: they've driffeted into Romulan space

CO von Krieg says:
CNS: On all Romulan channels, please advise them of our situation. Continue with updates to command base.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: First, I don't see any options here.

XO Starks says:
CO: we can't wait for Romulan or Federation approval to pursue

EO Mo`Bri says:
All: Listen up people, we might have a situation coming up and I need everyone on their toes.  I want all teams to go to their assigned stations as soon as Red Alert is sounded, and it won't be a drill.  That much I can say with certainty.

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  deloaks just inside the nuetral zone and fires a plasma torpedeo at the cargo ship

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Agreed. FCO: Helm, move us into the Neutral Zone and the freighter. CNS: Continue...

CNS Janan says:
::has never felt this uncomfortable for a long time, nods to the CO, opens all romulan channels, updates command first::

XO Starks says:
ALL: Red Alert!

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Romulan De-cloaking! It's fired on the freighter!

XO Starks says:
SO: status of the Freighter?

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches power grid as the klaxon sounds::  All:  Ok Move it.  Lets go!!!

Host SO Kibble says:
All: D'deridex class...

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  fires another plasma torpedeo splitting the cargo into two seperate pieces

EO Mo`Bri says:
::her teams race to their assigned spots quickly::

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: She's taken a direct hit, major hull breach sir

CNS Janan says:
::very nearly squeals at them instead:: COMM: Romulan Vessel: This is the Federation starship, USS Pharaoh,..::pauses looks ashen::

XO Starks says:
ALL: the freighters been torn apart!

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Can we beam off the crew at near warp?

XO Starks says:
SO: any life signs left on the freighter?

OPS Riker says:
ACEO:  gotta go babes  duty calls 

OPS Riker says:
::runs to TL:: Bridge 

EO Mo`Bri says:
::raises eyebrow::

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The reactors on the gutted freighter explode and vaporize what little is left of it

XO Starks says:
CO: we can't outgun a D'deridex class

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches the OPS as he leaves::

XO Starks says:
:: see's the freighter explode on screen ::

CO von Krieg says:
So: Survivors?

OPS Riker says:
::walks out of the tl and takes his place at ops:: 

Host SO Kibble says:
::scans for life:: CO: afraid not sir

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  fires a shot missing the Pharoah, and then reverses course

EO Mo`Bri says:
::grabs her head in her hands as she feels the death of the freightor crew::

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Scolding the Romulans is pointless...FCO: Pull back to our side of the Zone. Best speed.

Host SO Kibble says:
All: Incoming

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Evasive!

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The torp misses by inches to disipate harmlessly

EO Mo`Bri says:
::grabs the bulkhead as the ship lunges to the right::

CO von Krieg says:
SO: What's out here?

EO Mo`Bri says:
Self:  What the hell...........?

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Clean miss Sir... :: sighs in relief::

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches the main board for any tiny signs of trouble::

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: I can't get a lock on the romulan scout, but I thinks it's still close

CO von Krieg says:
CNS: Any responses to our hail?

XO Starks says:
CO: they don't want us crossing the zone, they even destroyed the freighter so we wouldn't cross. there has to be something big going on over there

OPS Riker says:
::walks  bak  to the  TL and goes back to engineering:: 

CNS Janan says:
::does not look at him:: CO: No sir ::repeats the hail and informs command base about the frighters dimise::

OPS Riker says:
::walks outta tl and walks up to  the aceo::  ACEO:  im back guess they didnt need me after all 

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  turns about and heads straight towards the Pharoah, and then cloaks

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Another odd reading... :: focuses scan::

EO Mo`Bri says:
::raises eyebrow:: OPS: Sir??

CO von Krieg says:
XO: Maintain red alert.

Host SO Kibble says:
*ACEO* Can you give OPS more on the lateral arrays?

XO Starks says:
CO: aye sir, phaser banks charged Torpedo loaded

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*: Acknowledged.

EO Mo`Bri says:
::taps a few commands and the grid responds with more power to the lateral arrays::

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Sir, 10 lightyears out gravometric distortions heading to the Madition Nebula

EO Mo`Bri says:
*SO*:  You should be ok now.

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Are these heading into Federation space?

OPS Riker says:
ACEO:  so  you want to join me  for that dinner date now 

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  Decloaks behind the Pharoah and fires 2 Plasma Torpedeos

XO Starks says:
ALL: all hands brace for imapact!

XO Starks says:
CO: Vessel decloaking on our six and firing!

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Uncertain

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Helm, evasive. Plot us a fly by of the distortion. XO: Return fire.

EO Mo`Bri says:
OPS: Sir..............::gets thrown into the arms of the OPS::

EO Mo`Bri says:
OPS: Sir I think you should return to your station.  I will join you later for dinner.

XO Starks says:
:: fires aft quantum torpedo launcher at enemy vessel ::

OPS Riker says:
::smiles:: ACEO: ummmm  are you alright  ensign 

OPS Riker says:
ACEO: we seem to keep meeting like this 

EO Mo`Bri says:
::watches the EPS conduits and the warp grid::

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The torps strike the rear shields overloading them, excess power travels up the conduits and to the ENG  console

XO Starks says:
*ENG* damage report!

EO Mo`Bri says:
OPS: Sir I am alright.  But I really think you should return to your station.

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The ensueing explosion wounds the OPS officer and Engineer

XO Starks says:
*COM* medical tothe bridge

EO Mo`Bri says:
::gets thrown and lands akwardly::

XO Starks says:
*COM* CEO and OPS officers to the bridge

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  bears off while fireing 2 more Torps at the warp nacelle

XO Starks says:
ALL: phasers locked, firing!

OPS Riker says:
*SICKBAY* medical  emergency in MENG  

XO Starks says:
CO: she's verring off Captain

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh phasers tickle the Romulan shields

OPS Riker says:
::takes out a  TC and scans  Mo`bri:: 

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Maintain our fly by of the distortion. XO: Fire when ever a target presents itself:: griml;y::

EO Mo`Bri says:
::laying there for a minute which felt like an eternity she shakes out the cobwebs and struggles to her feet::

EO Mo`Bri says:
OPS: It is not bad.  I have to get the ship straightened out first.

XO Starks says:
:: begins active SRS scans for decloaking vessels :: CO: if anything shows it's face we'll blow it off sir

OPS Riker says:
ACEO: sit back down ensign thats an order :: looks at you :: thats a nasty bruse you may have a concution 

Host RNS_Sirilius says:
ACTION:  flys over the Pharoah firing a full salvo of torps then cloaks heading away

XO Starks says:
Helm: evasive!

OPS Riker says:
ACEO: we need to get you to sick bay

EO Mo`Bri says:
::argues with the Lt.::  OPS: Sir, I can't negelect my duties for a few bruises and  a busted rib.

CO von Krieg says:
SO: Reading, Mr. Kibble. I need readings....

EO Mo`Bri says:
::pulling away from him she heads for the situation board::

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: One of the torpedos strike the port sheild dropping it and shaking the little ship badly

OPS Riker says:
Self:  why are betazeds and  vulcuns  so stubern

XO Starks says:
:: hangs onto console while ship shakes :: ALL: they really want us to go home

EO Mo`Bri says:
*CO*:  Sir.............oofffffff::falls again::

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: She's cloaked an heading away at max warp

CO von Krieg says:
::the ship streaks through space::SO: I'm running out of time::rocks back and forth in the Hard Chair::

OPS Riker says:
::picks  bri up and carries her to the trbo lift:: 

EO Mo`Bri says:
::gets up::  *CO*: Sir we have damage to the port shields and............. OPS: Put me down!!!!!

Host SO Kibble says:
I've anylized the gravometric distortions sir, they seem to be normal graviton fluctuations.

OPS Riker says:
ACEO:  your going to sick bay mister if i have to drag you kicking and screamming 

XO Starks says:
:: a bead of sweet runs down face as the sensor scans for enemy vessels ::

XO Starks says:
SO: normal?

OPS Riker says:
::looks at one of the other engineers:: EO: chief  take over down here 

OPS Riker says:
<CPO> OPS: aye sir

Host SO Kibble says:
XO: Yes sir, typical of nebular forces that is...

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Prepare to end our fly by...

XO Starks says:
CO: we could launch a probe?

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: The already dim bridge lights dim evem more as klaxons sound again and ALL ship controls lock up

EO Mo`Bri says:
::hitting him on the head::  OPS:  Put me down I said.  ::taps her commbadge::  *CO*: Sir we have sustained damage to the shields and I need to do my duties, however the Lt. says otherwise.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: We'll probably lose it....What? Emergency power.....

XO Starks says:
CO: tactical control is neutralized

XO Starks says:
CO:....helm, propulsion, sensors, all locked out and frozen sir

CO von Krieg says:
*OPS*: Riker, I want you back at your station...now, Mister!

EO Mo`Bri says:
;;groans:: Self: Not again.

OPS Riker says:
::looks at  bri :: *CO* on my  way sir 

XO Starks says:
CO: I don't understand. we wern't hot by any weapon fire. and we had previous damage undr control

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: All the veiwscreens and consoles go blank then show a single greet letter, the last in that alphabet

OPS Riker says:
ACEEO: you can do your duties from the bridge station   cause  untill u get medical attention im not letting you out of my sight 

CO von Krieg says:
::his face pales, he rises quickly and goes to the situation table::

CNS Janan says:
::looks blankly at the CO and then to the XO::

XO Starks says:
Self: what the hell?

CO von Krieg says:
::taps in a command code::

OPS Riker says:
edt ACEO 

OPS Riker says:
::gets on the  tl and rides it to the bridge::

XO Starks says:
:: turns to CO:: CO: what are you doing Captain?

Host SO Kibble says:
ACTION: At the COs command the screens return to normal

EO Mo`Bri says:
::finally on her own feet::    Self: What the hell..........?  Where did this symbol come from???

CO von Krieg says:
All: All sensor readings are to be stored in this protected file system. Down load your files now. Move it!

XO Starks says:
:: stands :: CO: Captain, what did you just do? and what the hell was that sysmbol about?

EO Mo`Bri says:
::rubbing her broken rib::  *CO*:  Sir my control board is locked out.

Host SO Kibble says:
CO: Aye sir, feeding telemetry now...

CNS Janan says:
::nods and complies with the command, before questioning it::

OPS Riker says:
~~~~ACEO~~~~:  your on the bridge with me 

XO Starks says:
:: still waiting for Captain explaination, sends all Tac data to the protected file system indicated ::

Host SO Kibble says:
******** Pause Mission ********

Host SO Kibble says:
OK folks, bail to OOC please



